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Job ID: HRC0097125

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 5+ years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
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with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0097125
www.infineon.com/jobs

Senior Staff Engineer Equipment Engineering 
(MoCVD/Epi)

Job description
In your new role you will:

Responsibilities and Accountable in his/her area of responsibility.

Define and execute the new startup plan and facilities hook-up management for 
the new tools.

Good knowledge of supplier management and strategies planning.

On-the-job training to more junior colleagues.

Resolves problems both technical and business related.

Local and global communication to include documentation, supporting, 
negotiating, presentation, team contribution, and training.

Contribution to continuous improvement programs via initiating & executing 
projects to improve Overall Equipment Efficiency.

Driving KPIs (Stability, Quality, Speed and Cost) for assigned equipment 
ownership

Troubleshoot equipment failures, implement corrective action &preventive 
actions

Extensively improve the hardware and process of MoCVD, EPI, CVD, or Vacuum 
Processes tool set.

Work cross functional team to resolve quality issue. (CAR, MRB and MTB)

Candidate with proven technical and management skill will be selected into 
technical community

Profile
You are best equipped for this task if you have:

Min CGPA > 3.5 in E&E, Mechanical, Mechatronic or Applied Science Technical 
Degree.

> 10 years working experience in Semiconductor /Wafer fab. extensively with new 
tool startup.

Technical Equipment experience in MoCVD, SiC, Si-Epitaxy or CVD

Proven strong leadership in Technical and management

Strong fundamental in Vacuum theory, Electrical control, Gas dynamic, 
Thermodynamic, Mechanical and Electrical circuitry.

Systematic approaches in troubleshooting and all tasks.

Strong analytical skill with data mining skill, well competency with statistical 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Strong analytical skill with data mining skill, well competency with statistical 
concept

Proficient in soft skill is a must, EXCEL MARCO and VB. Tableau or ACCESS is 
added advantages.

Must be able to communicate effectively at all levels, in English.

Good and conclusive presentation skill.

Proactive, innovative and agile.

Why Us
Part of your life. Part of tomorrow. 

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 
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